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Abstract: Models from different methods and tools are integrated semantically. A
system specification model is used to represent certain aspects of interest found in
the individual models. It is built with the fundamental entities Event, Actor and
State. Sharing entities between models improves coherence and interrelating
entities adds semantic value. Some formal rigor helps getting insight and allows
some automated checking. The resulting semantic net can be validated in terms of
quality more easily before the system is realized. Examples are given to illustrate
the approach.

1. Introduction
For the purpose of system specification, list-oriented requirement collections have
shown definitive advantages when compared to text descriptions which have been used
initially. However, in real projects with thousands of requirements it is still very difficult
to assess whether the list is complete enough, whether it is consistent and whether the
specified system can be built with reasonable cost. This is a fundamental weakness of
most Requirement Management Tools available on the market, today.
Model-based system specifications use various methods to describe the system composition and its behavior more formally. The structure of complex systems is usually
broken down to reasonably sized components and their interfaces, behavior may be
described using state-machines, the user-machine interaction may be illustrated as
processes and finally the processed information may be structured using entityrelationship diagrams. Most notably, the OMG SysML and UML standards have been
developed for system modelling. This paper shall not discuss the details of various
modelling techniques being used.
Unfortunately, in practice by far more ‘bad’ specification models are seen than ‘useful’
ones, especially in larger projects. Lots of beautifully looking diagrams are being
produced, but their coherence is often low. Tim Weilkiens writes in a blog: “A model is
built with a model language. Typically the users focus is on the diagram and notation –
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the so called concrete syntax. Much more important is the world behind. There is the
abstract syntax and semantic of the model elements. Simply spoken the structure and the
meaning. The abstract syntax is the enabler to do computer-based analysis, simulation,
traceability and so on. That’s the difference between a model and a drawing.”
It is not intended to alter or replace individual modelling techniques. It does not make
sense to duplicate the wealth of methodical support. Instead, a common context is
created for selected model elements used in different methods. So far disparate models
shall be semantically integrated in certain aspects of interest. The approach shall be
applicable to all popular methods used in the domain of systems specification. This
paper focuses on discrete systems, which is characterized by a finite number of states1.
To be useful, the right level of abstraction must be found for the purpose. The following
goals are pursued:








Share and review models from different sources in a common format.
Create a common context for previously independent models.
Identify instances of the same entity in different models.
Recognize dependencies, causal relations and others, thus semantically
interrelate elements in different models.
Distinguish a semantic change from a mere layout change in a model diagram.
Search and Navigate across different models.
Simplify interdisciplinary conception of systems.

The approach is feasible. Integration of different model views has shown its benefits in
industry projects. Integrating and harmonizing models from different tools is new and a
natural next step in development.
An implementation applying the OMG Requirements Interchange Format (ReqIF),
which has recently gained some relevance in the field of systems specifications, is
discussed in the last chapter. Other implementations are possible, of course.

2. The Problems of Model-based System Specification
An analysis of popular modelling techniques regarding semantic value is still missing.
To our observation the graphical representation is emphasized, while little attention is
given to semantics and the logic interdependency between diagram types. The more
elements are found in a toolbox and the more entries are offered in dropdown lists, the
more difficult it is to make an unambiguous choice. The specification on SysML
[Sml12], for example, distinguishes 163 named graphical node types, 22 data types, 211
metaclasses and 25 stereotypes. The authors state that the “Use of more formal
constraints and semantics may be applied in future versions to further increase the
precision of the language” [Sml12, p.19].
Semantic vagueness leaves the attribution of meaning at the discretion of tool-makers
and users. The value for communicating concepts is diminished, as interpretation differs
between modelers and readers – further explanation is required.
1

Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_system, checked on 2013-09-15.
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3. The Potential of Model-based System Specification
In contrast, an abstraction with few model elements representing fundamental and
orthogonal concepts is proposed. More rigor increases semantic value – of course only
up to a certain point before the model is not any more understood.
The ‘Fundamental Modeling Concept’ (FMC) reduces the set of model element types to
an active element, a passive element representing state and an event [Wen01, Knö05].
Three basic diagram types are used, namely the Block Diagram for system structure, the
Petri-Net for describing the behavior and the entity relationship diagram for data
structure. Model elements are shared between diagram types, where type governs usage.
Many practitioners prefer tradional process models and other diagram types for their
field of application and their target audience, so there is good reason to allow additional
diagram types. The semantic value of the shared logic model is maintained, as long as
the same fundamental model element types are used.
Defining a set of shared entities and creating a net of semantic relationships is in fact
integrating models. It has many practical benefits: The semantic net can be used for
navigating and inspecting. It is easy to query the requirements to be satisfied by a certain
system component, for example. Contradictory requirements can be listed for resolution.
Logic inconsistencies can be uncovered, partly automated.
To our experience, model integration and model checking is indeed easier on a more
abstract level:






An entity2 appearing in different models may be consolidated to improve model
coherence. It is easier to find candidates, if there are few fundamental types.
When Requirements are related to system components and/or process steps,
they are divided into smaller sets just like the system itself. In the system
context it is much easier to assess the quality of the requirement set.
Based on a more formal representation, logic reasoning can be applied to
discover inconsistencies or missing elements. It is inadmissible, for example,
that a component contains another one on a diagram, while at the same time the
opposite is true on another diagram. Such inconsistencies can be easily detected
automatically.
Similarly, when dependencies between requirements are established, any
circular reference can be detected automatically.

4. Model Integration
Few methods span all needed aspects of a complex system. In large organizations,
business process management, IT architecture management and requirement management, all being recognized fields of specialization and expertise, use different methods
and tools, not only for historic reasons. The fact is equally apparent in mechatronic
system development, where mechanical, electrical and software engineers are designing
a common system with their respective methods. Design alternatives should be discussed
2

‘Entity’ and ‘Model Element’ are used synonymously, in this paper.
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and weighed in a common effort of all disciplines. But how to document the results? An
overarching modelling approach is needed: Different models must be semantically
integrated.
It is no viable approach to ask (or force) all stakeholders to use the same method or even
the same tool; it has been tried numerous times without success. Our approach keeps the
proven methods and tools for the different disciplines. A team may choose the most
beneficial method and tool – without standardization effort and without compromise.
Added value is created by setting the results from previous modelling efforts into
context. Abstract entities are used to map the concrete ones to a common information
model. By exploring the results in a common context it is possible to express dependencies and to uncover inconsistencies.
We propose a rather simple approach to comprehensively represent system specifications, which is being used successfully in several industry projects.
The following steps are taken towards model integration:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Separate View and Model
Abstract Model Element Types
Share Model Elements between Views
Interrelate Model Elements

Separate View and Model
First, let us distinguish between ‘View’ and ‘Model’ in the domain of system specification.



A Model is a (simplified) representation of a system in focus. Conceptual
models are used to help us know, understand, or simulate the subject matter
they represent3.
A View exposes a selective aspect of the model to a target audience and with a
communication purpose. Well known and comprehensible diagram types shall
be used.

A good model is comprehensive, consistent and interrelates the views. In practice,
however, it is no trivial task to identify common model elements to assure model
consistency, especially in larger teams.

3

Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conceptual_model, checked on 2013-09-15.
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Fig.1: Separating View and Model. Abstracting Diagrams and Model Elements.4

Abstract Model Element Types
Imagine the results of different modelling techniques can be assessed side-by-side in a
common context. Which elements are conceptually the same and are comparable,
therefore? How to identify the same entities in different model views?
The variety of diagram and model elements used in different methods is abundant. There
are many conceptual similarities, though. Based on the Fundamental Modelling Concept
[Knö05] and considering widely used model elements in system specification, we
propose the following abstraction:





4
5

An active entity, be it an activity, a process step, a function, a system
component or a role will be called an Actor.
A passive entity, be it a condition, an information or shape being changed, a
storage will be called a State.
A time reference, a change in condition/value or more generally a
synchronisation primitive will be called an Event.
A Feature is an intentional distinguishing characteristic of a system5, often a socalled ‘Unique Selling Point’.

The diagram notation is ‘UML Class Diagram’ with inherited and aggregated entities of type State.
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feature, checked on 2013-09-15.
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A Requirement is a singular documented physical and functional need that a
particular design, product or process must be able to perform6.

Basically, the following widely used modelling techniques are considered:








A Process, often using BPMN7 or EPK8 notation, is built from Events and
Process Steps. The Event is directly mapped and the abstract entity Actor serves
as a Process Step9.
A System Composition, for example in SysML, UML or FMC notation,
illustrates the modular structure with system components and communication
channels. System components are often distinguished according to their
‘processing’ and ‘storing’ nature, thus may be mapped to Actors and States. A
communication channel is considered a State, because it transmits information
from one Actor to another – conceptually it is irrelevant whether an Actor
communicates via a channel with another Actor or with a database.
A Data Structure, e.g. as entity-relationship diagram or UML class diagram,
details the information from business objects to database records and defines
their relations.
A finite State Machine consists of States and Transitions, where the latter are
considered ‘Actors’10.
There are many other useful model types, for example Petri Net or User
Interface Mockup. All of these may just as well be mapped to the proposed
abstract entities.
A Tree, a hierarchical list of objects, may reference any model element, plus
any diagram. Widely used are Feature List, Bill of Material or Part Breakdown.
And obviously the outline of the system specification document itself is a tree,
as well.

On the left side of Fig.1, some widely used views, i.e. trees and diagrams, are shown.
Abstract diagrams group all diagram types of the same nature. For example, a Process
Model may follow the standard notation of BPMN, EPK or UML Activity Diagrams. On
the right side, the model elements are shown. Again, model element types of the same
nature are grouped. For example, the abstract entity Actor may serve as a Process Step,
System Component, Function or Role in various model diagrams.
The relation ‘shows’ ties a graphical element shown on a diagram to the respective
model element. The set of allowed model elements is constrained for each diagram type.
The relations on the right side of Fig.1 express meaning with respect to entities, where
only certain relationship types make sense for a given pair of model elements. For
example, an Actor (a system component) may signal an Event – this will be explored in
a subsequent chapter.
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Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement, checked on 2013-09-15.
OMG Business Process Management and Notation.
8
Ereignis-Prozess-Kette (event-driven process chain) introduced by A.W. Scheer.
9
Certain process modelling methods show also information consumed or produced by a Process Step. In this
case the model element ‘State’ is included in the set of permissible model elements of a Process Model.
10
Some experts argue that a Transition in a State Machine is an Event. This is certainly a valid interpretation.
However, in a concrete system some processing or transformation takes place when stepping from one State to
another – the resulting sequence of activities is of high interest and therefore assumed, here.
7
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Of course, the abstraction of model elements is limited to certain aspects. In general, it is
impossible (and not even desirable) to map all details of a specific model to the
integration model. On the abstract level, only those model elements and relations are of
interest which are common to different methods and lend themselves for sharing and
interrelating.
Share Model Elements
Abstract model elements let us share entites between diagrams and let us define certain
constraints independently of the particular modelling technique used.

Fig.2: View types sharing model element types.11

Fig.2 illustrates some popular modelling techniques and which abstract entities may be
used respectively. The diagram may be interpreted in two ways:




Which diagram types may share a given abstract entity type? For example,
Actors may be shared between System Composition, Process and State
Machine. In addition, an Actor may appear in any tree.
Which abstract entities may appear on a diagram? For example, a System
Composition may reference Actors (System Components) and States (Data
Stores).
Similarly, a Tree may reference all diagrams and all entities.

Sharing model elements between views means to reuse existing ones when creating a
view (a priori) or to consolidate those which are actually the same (a posteriori). An
entity appearing in very few views only is a potential ‘loose end’ and candidate for
consolidation with others.
The abstract model element types may guide a user when selecting entities for reuse or
for consolidation.
11

The diagram notation is ‘FMC Block Diagram’, where entities of type State have rounded corners.
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Interrelate Model Elements
The same idea is expressed in the following information model with some details added,
namely the most useful relation types between Views and Model Elements.

Fig.3: Abstract Model for System Specification.12

The Relation ‘shows’ is restricted to certain sets of model elements per diagram type.
For example,



A Data Structure may only show States.
A System Composition may show Actors, e.g. System Components or Roles,
and States, e.g. Files or Databases.

The entities may be connected with relations, thus contributing to the semantic value of
the specification model. The most important ones are:






12

Actor contains Actor: In a process a role is responsible for a process step. In a
system composition a component is part of another or a component has a
function.
Actor (system component or function) satisfies Requirement.
Requirement depends-on Requirement.
Actor realizes Feature.
Actor reads State: In a system composition a function reads a value.
Actor writes State, indicating an information flow, as well.

The diagram notation is ‘UML Class Diagram’ with aggregated and associated entities of type State.
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Actor follows Actor: In a Process a process step follows a process step in a
control flow.
Event triggers Actor, i.e. a process step is initiated when an event occurs.
Actor signals Event.

Many relations can be derived by analyzing the graphs. For example, if a system
component is drawn within another, a relation 'contains' may be automatically created.
Other relations, such as a System Component realizing a Feature, must be created
manually.
To maintain consistency of the model, logical constraints are applied. For example,
when creating a new block on a diagram, only those are offered for reuse which have the
same abstract entity type. Additional guidance can be given by defining a few
stereotypes or categories for entities in a given application. The resulting model structure
can be logically analyzed, for example to discover events which are signalled, but never
used to trigger anything. Similarly it can be checked, whether every transition in a state
machine has a corresponding activity. Thus, completeness and consistency can be
analyzed for quality assurance.
Effectively, the integrated modelling method is not only specified by diagram elements
and design rules, but a model kernel is defined with shared entities, relations and
constraints.

9

5. Examples
Interrelate Business Processes, System Composition and Requirements

Fig.4: Process and System Composition views share model elements.13

On the left side, Fig. 4 shows a Process involving two Roles, represented as “swimming
lanes”. A Role is responsible for the Process Steps placed inside. This is an example
where a relation can be automatically derived from the graphic positioning. On the right
side, a System Composition is shown which is refined by a Function Tree. The latter lists
implemented system functions per system components. Process and System are
interrelated by common actors, i.e. functions.
Once the views are integrated by shared or related entities, it is much easier to check and
analyse the overall concept:



13

Is every process step covered by a role?
Are adequate system functions allocated to a process step?
Which system functions are actually used by which process? And which ones
are not (any more) used at all?

The diagram notation is ‘BPMN Process’ on the left side and ‘FMC Block Diagram’ on the right.
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Are there defined activities for every transition in a State Machine?
Have all roles access to the required systems?
How many systems are involved in a process?
Does a system support a process seamlessly or is there any ‘hand-carried’ data?

When relating the Requirements to System Components or Process Steps, additional
insight is obtained. It is very difficult, if not impossible to assess a list of many hundred
requirements in terms of completeness, consistence, feasibility and other quality criteria.
But when requirements are distributed among system components, the system
composition acts as a map giving rise to useful cross-checks:





Have certain components none ot too few requirements to be fully understood
by a developer? The questions of a developer may lead to further requirements
collection or elicitation.
Is the set of requirements applying to a system component consistent – or are
there any contradictory statements?
Which requirements cause excessive effort?
Are there any requirements which cannot be attributed to a system component
and may thus not be satisfied?

These questions are only some examples. Interrelating model elements really helps in
getting insight and in checking the model quality. In real projects, the approach has
shown to stimulate discussions between experts of different background bringing up
many interesting aspects long before the development work starts.
Integrate Mechanical, Electronic and Software Designs
Next, a dimmer device to control ambient illumination as part of a home automation
system is given as an example. It consists of several components, such as Double Button
for manual activation, Wireless Module, Dimmer Module and Assembly Frame. Many
components are shared with other devices. The dimmer as a whole is represented as a
State within a home automation system – emphasizing that it memorizes the desired light
intensity14. Mechanical, electronic and software components of the dimmer are modeled
as Actors in hierarchically refined System Compositions.

14

The System Composition uses the FMC Block Diagram notation, where States have rounded corners and
Actors have sharp corners.
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Fig.5: Structural and behavioral views of a mechatronic system model.15

The Interface between mechanics and electronics is a State including




Physical space with a shape plus values describing the physical dimension,
Thermal resistance limiting the permissible power dissipation,
Resistance against electromagnetic radiation (shielding).

The Interface between electronics and software is also represented as a State including




Processor type, defining the instruction set and execution speed,
Memory type and size,
Type and addresses of input/output converters.

The system behavior is well described with a process and a state machine. The Double
Button Software observes the buttons, discriminates the kind of activation and signals
the respective event. These events initiate the functions ‘switch-off’, ‘start-increasing’
etc. realized by the Dimmer Software.
The diagram notation is ‘FMC Block Diagram’ on the left side, ‘BPMN Process’ on the upper right and
‘Petri-Net’ on the lower right.
15
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Again, the different views share Actors, States and Events. Numerous relations are
derived from the graphical representation as described before, so that checks for
consistency and completeness can be made. In fact, the semantic content of the model is
sufficient to set up a simulation tool.
The mechanical, electrical and software components of the dimmer can be designed in
detail using specific tools for refined conception and development. The housing will
most typically be designed with a mechanical CAD system, the printed circuit board
using a PCB layout system and the software in a UML tool. Just the aspects of interest
are mapped to the integration model, for example to check whether the circuit board fits
in the housing or whether the size of the compiled software fits the available program
memory.
Explicit interfaces between the engineering disciplines potentially improve the
communication: Automatic checks can be applied or engineering changes affecting
others may trigger a notification.

6. Integrate models from different methods and tools
The following goals are taken from a request for proposal recently issued by a well
known car manufacturer:







Create a common documentation site for business processes, business domain
models, IT applications, IT infrastructure and corporate standards – being
confined to individual tools, so far.
Provide capability for cross-model navigation and search: Navigate along
semantic relationships and find functions, application modules and/or
requirements – independently of the authoring tool.
Improve collaboration of different departments and enhance completeness and
consistency, thus quality of the models.
For feedback, let users comment on any diagram or requirement seen –
establish an agreement process between stakeholders using a common platform.
Offer an integrated requirement management for IT projects based on and
including relevant aspects of the available models.
For better traceability, keep concepts and requirements in a “single-source-oftruth” – from where derived work-products such as tasks or testcases can
reference them.

The employed modeling tools are well established and must not be questioned.
Examples are tools for Business Process Management, System Architecture Design and
Requirement Management. They are optimized for a domain (Fig.6 left) and the
respective method’s potential is fully exploited. Various departments of the corporation
have created a wealth of process models, architecture models and requirement specs in
the past 20 years, which must be used for future work.
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Fig.6: Modeling Tools and Model Integration Tool.16

The individual models can be mapped to a common abstract information model as
described in the previous chapters. Upon import, the Model Integration Tool creates a
common context for presentation and lets a user enhance semantic value by finding and
interrelating entities across models. Without interfering with the various models
themselves, a separate container may hold the overarching semantic net.
An impressive research initiative towards this end is the Fraunhofer Fokus
‘ModelBus’17, based on popular concepts of the Eclipse Foundation18. Its goals are data
integration, service integration and process integration. Another approach is based on the
internationally standardized data interchange format named ReqIF and is described in
the next chapter. For the future, the open services for lifecycle collaboration (OSLC)19
provide a powerful architecture which is applicable for model integration, as well.
Certainly, the mapping of individual models to an abstract model is hard work. The gain
in semantic value and conceptual insight, however, is worth the effort.

7. Requirement Interchange Format (ReqIF)
Originally, a number of German car-makers and system suppliers intended to facilitate
the exchange of system requirement specifications between different organizations and
their preferred tools. Up to then, data exchange has only been possible between
requirement management systems of the same brand and version.

The diagram notation is ‘FMC Block Diagram’.
http://www.modelbus.org/modelbus/index.php/overview, checked on 2013-09-30.
18
http://www.eclipse.org/org/, checked on 2013-09-30.
19
http://open-services.net/, checked on 2013-09-30.
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The goal is to standardize the representation of specification data and to establish bestpractice procedures for agreement on specification data. For this purpose an XML
schema has been developed which defines a common meta-model for requirement
exchange. The initial German de-facto standard named Requirement Interchange Format
(RIF) has been submitted to the Object Management Group (OMG)20 with a few
improvements. In 2011 it has been adopted as an international standard named ReqIF
[Omg11].
Being a meta-model, ReqIF needs a model or “common language” for a given
application. The object, attribute and relation names together with their meaning must be
defined for effectively communicating content. The ProSTEP iViP Association
organizes the ReqIF Implementor Forum [Pro13] with the goal to develop and agree on a
standard language for exchanging requirement specifications. In addition, requirements
interchange between various tools is practically tested with customer-supplied data.
Providing a sufficiently strong meta-model, ReqIF can be used to represent not only
requirement lists, but also comprehensive model-based specifications as presented
before. In effect, a language with five abstract entities and a few relations is proposed. It
is a superset of the language for requirements exchange as introduced by ProSTEP iViP.
Meta-Model, Model and Data
Initially it is important to understand that any project using the ReqIF standard is dealing
with three abstraction levels:
1.

2.

3.

The ReqIF standard is a Meta-model and as such covers the rules how object
types and relation types are defined. Essentially it is an object-relational data
modeling scheme with tree views. It is expressed in an XML schema useful to
check ReqIF models and data as described subsequently.
The Model is designed to fit the needs of a particular application (i.e. a set of
similar projects). It specifies the object types and relationship types between
objects. The system specification model proposed in this paper has been
implemented as a ReqIF Model at this level.
The concrete project Data, finally, are instances of the object and relation types
as defined in the Model. The results of modelling efforts in different methods or
tools are represented at this level.

Meta-Model
Basically, ReqIF consists of Objects, Relations and a Hierarchy, where all of these may
have describing attributes (Fig.7). All Objects are contained in a flat unordered list.
Relations are directed and connect a source object to a target object. Hierarchies are used
to organize objects in a tree similarly to a file system. However, in contrast to a file
system, in ReqIF an object may be referenced in multiple trees or even several times in
the same tree.

20

http://www.omg.org/, checked on 2013-09-30.
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Fig.7: ReqIF Meta-model (simplified).

Model
In a typical application, there are several types of Objects, Relations and Hierarchies
(Fig.8). Every type is characterized by a unique set of attributes. Each attribute definition
specifies a data type for the value.
For example, a given application may need two model element types Requirement and
System Component.21 Additionally four relationship types are defined, namely




'contains' between two System Components,
'depends-on' and 'contradicts' between two instances of Requirement and
'satisfies' pointing from a System Component to a Requirement.

The relation 'depends-on' is used to show that a requirement depends on another, so it
cannot be fulfilled without the other one being fulfilled, as well. Or, the relation
'contains' signifies that a system component has a sub-component (or part).
In this example, a System Component has two attributes 'name' and 'description',
whereas a Requirement has five attributes. Most relations don't need an attribute, just the
relations of type 'contradicts' have a description to hold some explanation plus a status.
A diagram type named ‘System Composition’ may show entities being a System
Component. ReqIF ‘Spec-Objects’ are used to represent the diagram System Composition as well as the model elements Requirement and System Component. Relations of
type ‘shows’ are realized with ReqIF ‘Spec-Relations’, just as the other relations.
Finally, a hierarchy type named 'Tree' has been defined for an outline. Most simply, the
project data is arranged in a tree with the Diagrams, the System Components and the
Requirements. Using the tree, a document may be generated from the model, where
hyperlinks are included to navigate along the relations.
Other arrangements are possible using the same hierarchy type. For example, in case of a
home automation system, tailored specifications of 120 devices are being generated from
21

This simple example is a subset of the system specification model discussed in this paper.
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a common system model in a consistent way. So there are 120 trees, where each tree
defines an individual device’s specification.

Fig.8: A ReqIF Model for System Specification (simplified example).

Project Data
Besides the types described before, a ReqIF file contains the project data with concrete
objects, relations and hierarchy items. Fig.9 shows a table view of Requirements
grouped in a chapter.

17

Fig.9: Project data presented as an online document: A set of requirements in tree view.

Remark: Project data is especially valuable, if standard web-formats for text and images
are used through-out and if platform-specific formats are avoided.

8. Summary
Models from various methods are more easily assessed in a common context. Certain
aspects of the individual models are mapped on a common information model,
essentially a semantic net. It is limited to five fundamental entity types Event, Actor,
State, Feature and Requirement. Sharing and interrelating entities add semantic value
with the possibility to improve model quality in terms of completeness and consistency.
Two examples are given, firstly an integration of process, system composition and
requirements and secondly a mechatronic system with mechanical, electrical and
software components plus their interfaces.
A realization of the semantically integrated model using the Requirements Interchange
Format has been proposed to further illustrate the approach.
Further research is currently applied to discover affinity of model elements and to find
candidates for consolidation, thus improving the coherence of different models. Metrics
and heuristic checking techniques may be used to assess model quality.
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